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Once upon a time on a far far away planet there was a Superhero. His name was 

The Ultimate Panther. He lived on a planet called Blackout. Everyone on Planet 

Blackout was an animal, there were all sorts of animals on Planet Blackout. 

Tigers, Panthers, Lions, and a bunch of other animals you might not have heard 

of before. One day on Planet Blackout the Ultimate Panther realized he had a 

mission to go on. The problem is it was on a different planet, this planet was 

called The Evil Planet. He had no directions on where this planet was. He asked 

his friend for help. His friend Stripes the Tiger said he would help him.   

 
 
Stripes said he had a space craft that could take them to Planet Evil. The space 

craft was hidden in an underground compartment, it was brand new and it had 

never been used. Stripes and Panther walked into the spacecraft for the very 

first time. Stripes got in the drivers seat and told Panther to hang on! Then they 

took off.  

 

 
On the journey to Planet Evil they both disguised themselves to look like the bad 

guys and not like superhero animals. They reach Planet Evil and it is totally 

different from their planet. The sky is dark and everyone wears suits with their 

Masters picture on it. Soon they spot the Evil Masters lair, they sneak inside. 

They notice the space inside is really big and soon find some large doors which 

open to the Evil Master himself!   

 

 
The Evil Master smiles “Greetings”. Stripes replies “We need the key to your 

city” The Evil Master seems surprised. He never realized anyone would WANT 



the key to HIS CITY. The Evil Master asks “but why would you want the key to 

my city?” Panther replies “We need it to destroy this Evil Planet.” Shocked the 

Evil Master replies “NO! We are not evil, we are sad that no one ever wants us to 

visit their planet just because they THINK we are evil.” 

 
 

Suddenly Panther realizes that Evil Planet people were not in fact evil but really 

sad and misunderstood. Instead of destroying the Evil Planet he had to figure 

out how to make the Planet Happy. He knew just how to do this. Right where 

they were standing there was a magnet which when placed in the middle of the 

city would recharge the planet, like a burst of energy. It was almost like having 

an hour long nap but instead of taking an hour it was instant. 

 
 
Panther and Stripes carried out the new plan and the recharge happened 

exactly how they wanted it to happen. When the planet turned into Happy 

Planet everyone suddenly looked different. When it was named Evil it looked all 

dark and gloomy but now everyone smiled and it looked brighter. And at first 

everyone looked like the Blackout Planet animals BUT they were not exactly the 
 

same, they were humans who always smiled and wore t-shirts and shorts. So 

Evil Planet became Happy Planet and invitations were sent out welcoming them 

to Blackout for a party. 

 
 
So if you think people are evil just try and figure it out and have a party because 

everyone might just be misunderstood. 
 

 

Mission Complete, THE END! 


